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The wave functions of the grouncl state ancl several low excitecl states of NO 
ancl NO+(2ll， 4ll， 42一， 2j， 22ヘ22-，4j， ancl 42十 statesfor NO， ancl 12に12一，317+，3Li， 
32-， lj， 3ll， ancl III states for NO勺 arecalculat巴clnon-empirically at nuclear clis-
tance 1.15 A by LCAO SCF MO CI methocl， where a11 fifteen ancl fourteen electrons 
are consiclerecl ancl Slat巴rtype ls， 2s， ancl 2p atomic orbitals are used. By using 
th巴 wavefunctions obtainecl， clissociation energies， excitation energies， clipol巴 mo-
ments， graclients of the electric fielcl at nitrogen nucleus， oscillator strengths， and 
spin-orbit coupling constants are calculatecl. 
1. Introduction 
The free raclical nitric oxicle is a particularly interesting cliatomic molecule to 
stucly in cl巴tail，since this molecule is a heteropolar one with a norトclosedshell 
configuration. 
1n the previous paper，l) we ca!Culatecl the self回consistent-fielclmolecular or司
bitals for nitric oxicle in the linear目combination-of -atmic-orbi tals molecul ar orbi tal 
approximation using ls， 2s， ancl 2p Slater atomic orbitals. Three clifferent calcula開
tions were macle. (1) A.n incomplet巴 treatmentin which mixing of the inner 1s 
orbitals to the outer orthogonalizecl 2s ancl 2p orbitals was neglectecl. (2) A similar 
calculation， but here the outer orbitals were forcecl to be orthogonal to the inner 
orbitals. (3) The complete treatment in which a11 the orbitals were th巴linear
combinations of ls， 2s， ancl 2p orbitals. The single Slater cleterminant wave func-
tion built from the orbitals calculatecl from the complete treatment gav巴 an巴gative 
clissociation energy， ancl a limitecl configuration interaction calculation accounted 
for 265ぢofthe observecl clissociation energy. The agre巴mentbetween th巴 calculated
ancl observecl first ionization potential was very goocl. Certain aspects of the uv 
spectr<i were re乳sonablywell explainecl from this calculation. The dipole moment 
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was ca1culated to be o. 27D (N-O+) as compared to an observ巴dvalue of 0.16 D 
with undetermined sign. 
In order to obtain more accurate wave functions， full configuration interaction 
calculations are carried out in this paper not only for the ground state but also for 
the several lower excited states of the nitric oxide molecule and the nitric oxide 
lOn. 
By using the wave functions here obtained， dissociation energies， excitation 
energies， dipole moments， spin-orbit coupling constants， oscillator strengths， and 
gradients of the electric. field at nitrogen nuc1eus are ca1culated and reported in 
this paper. 
2. Construction of Wave Functions 
All the integral values over atomic orbitals， upon which the results of the 
present configuration interaction studies are based， are collected in reference 1. 
Conversions from integral values over atomic orbitals to over molecular orbitals 
was performed by Hijikata's program and IBM 650. 
The present calculations are carried out by making use of SCF molecular orbitals 
consisting of ls， 2s， and 2p type atomic orbitals， which we.re reported in the 
previous paper1). They are : 
1σ-0.0008 lsN +1.0004 lso -0.0054 2sN 十0.01782so -0.0048 2pσN 十0.00462pσ。
2σ 1.0002 lsN -0.0010 lso 十0.0164 2sN -0.0050 2so +0.0048 2pσN -0.0028 2pao 
3σ -0.0432 lsN -0.0352 lso 十0.3583 2sN 十0.6836 2so 十0.1665 2pσN 十0.1944 2pσ。






0.0217 1sN 十0.0192 1so 十0.4727 2sN +0.2368 2so -0.6149 2pσN -0.5794 2pσ。
0.0799 1sN -0.0906 1so 十0.7382 2sN -0.7703 2so 十1.08992pσN -1.0092 2pσ。
0.5232 2pπN 十0.7508 2pπ。
0.8781 2pπN -0.6936 2pπ。
ls = (ZU 7C)弘 exp(-Zlr)， 
2s*= (Z~/3π ) 1!z r exp (-Z2r)， 2s = N(2s*-C ls)， 
2pσ(COS () 
2pドト= (Z~ /π)1!z r exp( -Z2 r)i C1/Y2) sin ()exp (+i <p) 
2pπ一 1/干/互)sin ()exp (-i <p). 
The parameters Z's are given by Slater's rule and 
ZlN = 6.7， Z2N = 1.95， Z10 = 7.7， and Z20 = 2.275. 
The parameters N and C are chosen such that the orbital 2s is norma1ized and 
‘orthogonal to the jcorresponding inner ls orbital. 
Since the Hamiltonian of our problem has C=v symmetry， its wave functions 
are the bases of an irreducible representation of C ∞v group and are c1assified by 
the quantum numbers A and v. A is the component of the orbital angular momen帽
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tum of the己lectronalong th巴 internuclearaxs. v is the character of the reflεction 
at any plan巴 passingthrough both nuclε(for the cas巴 ofA = 0 ). Moreover， since 
the Hamiltonian is free f.r刀m spin operators， the total spin quantum number S and 
its component along a fixed axis M are good quantunヨnumbers. Therefor巴 the
wave functions of our problem have the symmetry character specified by A， v， S， 
and M. 
In the case of NO molecule we must assign fifte巴nelectrons to the ten SCF 
MO's each of which can accommodate旦tmost two electrons. Therefore the number 
of orbitals which accommodate only one electron is at most five. These orbitals we 
C旦1the unpaired orbifals. 1n the case of NOト ionthe number of unpaired urbitals 
is at most six. Therefore our present problem is the so-called five-electrons and 
six-electrons problems. 
We define the spin functions θf/， M， /， wi th the following form : 
1 ef/， Jl " for NO doublet (S =十 M=÷)
1. One u叫I
θ 弘，弘 = a (1) 
2. Three 町 airedorbi tals (N =.3， S =刊日=1斗ア斗寸1¥ルl
θq弘い，%品川%札川，1=古JE川 α叫附刷(β∞2幻川〕
θ併3 = J 土~(2印F附(け川lわ) a叫(但ω2幻)α叫(3匂)-aωα吋s-a吋Fα叫〕ろ弘主，ろ弘色，2ν6 
3. Five unpaired orbitals (N=， 5， S=刊日工汁寸1¥ルl
θ句;弘U告ふυ凶，%ろ弘札川全ι，Jl「=;〔μ似川α叫州(け1わ)α叫州刷(σ∞2幻M川)リF爪(幻伽川F仰附(伺5町)一川 μ-as αas+asasaJ 
θ5 よ〔ーα(1)a(2)s(3)α(4)s(5)-asaas十叫μ 卜ぴ川叫2saaas%，弘，2-V12 
2saasα〕
θ5 =L〔 2d(l)α(2)α(3)s(4)s(5)十 aasαF十aassa十吋aas.+asαβd%，%，，3 下/12
2assaa] 
θhr÷〔-2α(1)ぴ(2)ぴ(3)s(4) s(5) -a saa s -a sゅー トaasasi川内
十2assaa十2sααas+2sαasa-4sasaa]
θ5 で〔ー α(1)ぴ(2)α(3)s(4)s(5)-aas吋 -aassa十asaas+asaβd)'2，)全，5-V1S 
十assaa-I-sα as-トsaasa十戸asaa-3ssaaa]
E θf/，Jl，k for NO quartet (S=3/2， M=3/2) 
3 ~~ 1. Three unpaired orbitals (N= 3， S=M=+) 何日t-=a(l)a(2)a(3) 2 / '7も，7'2
2. Five叫 airedorbi tals昨 5，szM=;)
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θ5=J=〔d(1)d(2〕α(3)ct(4)s(5) ω 吋 α〕
7も，%，1-[2
θ~I ~I Ç) =-!~Cα (1 )α(2)α(3)α (4)ß +ctctctsctー 2ωμα〕~，粍， 2
θ5 ニIkCct(1)ct(2)α(3)α(4)s(5)+ctctcts引 -ctctsctct 印刷〕
7全，号ふ3-1/[2
θ併5 土〔収α州(け∞l円)刷 α州刷(け3町)ct州州(付4的)川F仰附(件∞5町)-1→ ω 吋 α引斗 αM叫d吋Fμ仰dω叫叫α削肘→十吋一
?弘皇J主，4ν20
IITθむし k for NO+ singlet (Sロ 0，M= 0) 
1， Two unpaired orbitals (N二 2，S=M=O) 
2. Four unpaired orbitals (N= 4， S=1I/1= 0) 
θ~ n= ，1" [ct(1)s(2)一μ〕
u，u 1 2 
θ33691=士山川的)s( 4)十川ct-sctcts-cts s 
θt…=-14M(1)的 )s(3)s(山 ssctct μ吋 ctscts-sct -ctssctJ 
づ v ，~ 1112 
3. Six unpaired orbi t且Is 6， S=M = 0) 
i n 1二 1 ぴ(1)s (2) ct (3) s (4)ct (5) s (6) + sct sα + sぴーl-ctssαsct-sαsctsct U) 0，1. 
αsct，8 sα-ctssctαs-sctctsctsJ 
θ;，03宮=-L〔2d(l)び(2)s(3)バ(4)α(5)s(6)十2仰 ctctcts μ ctscts--ctsctscts
宮下
3αpααs -ct s sct ct s -トctssctsct十sctsctsct十αsctssct→sctctssct
2ssα sct-2ctcts s sct) 
θ1098=i仰(1川ct(3)s(4)s(5)s(6)-s sぴ仰仰一川αss-sctctscts 
一αsctscts-ctcts sαs -sctαssα-αscts s sct-ctαsssct十asssα
scts，8ctct + s sct，8ctct十αssα 十sctsctsct-トssctctsぴ十ぴssctαF
トーグct s+ssctaぴs- ssααα〕
θ104=ー L(4d(l)α(2)則的α(4)s(5)戸(6)-2μctctss -2ct sctct s s -2ct吋 μp
づ v，官 V72
2ctαs s ct-sctsctcts-cts sαcts-sctsctsct-αssctsα+ctscts sct 
十sctctssct+ ctscts十sct ct s cts + 2ct s s s ctct十2s +2s sactsct 
十2ssctctcts-4s sctsctctJ 
θ3O 5tJ二(1)戸(2)ぴ(3)ct(4)s(5)s(6)+叫仰M ー αs s-ctsctscts 一， V ，u V24 
ctssctsct αsctssct+ ssct十sctsctsct+sctctscts+sctsctcts
2scts sctα-2sctctctssJ 
W θY9M3k for NO十 triplet(S= 1 ， M= 1 ) 
1. Two unp在iredorbitals (N= 2， S=M= 1) 
Z. Four unpaired orbitals (N= 4， S=M= 1 ) 
1二ぴ(1)ct(2)
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θi，1，1す (a(1)a(2)α仰 (4)-aαpα〕
θf，1，2=古[-2a(1)s仰仰(4)+aaas+叫 a)
θ~. 1. 3 = _}，J -3s(1)a(2)a(3)a(4) +aasa + aαas+吋 ω 〕，ー1.，3:下112




















-ααpαas-aasaβα ー α¢βsaa+α assα+aα ass+ctctctβctsJ 
θi，1，8口÷〔4d(l)F仰(似のα叫的(何仰5
一α¢αsas-aαasβa+ααβdαs+αasαFα+2aα ass幻〕
θ?19=よ[2a(1)α(2)s(3)s(4)叫5)a(6)-aasaas-叫ゆーα叫 cts.L，.L，， -V 12 
一α assa+2αaaass)
In these formulas the i-th spin orbital， ifnumbered from left to right， acco-
mmodates the i-th electron. 
Configurations used in the present CI calculations for various symmetry states of 
the nitric oxide molecule and the ni tric oxide ion are collected in Tables 1-VI. 
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2σ 30 4σ 5σ 6σ 1π+ 1π一2π十2π Quartet Doublet 
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E TABLE 





































































































































a) 1σ，2σ， and 3σare doubly occupied for al configurations. 
b) The set of orbitals contained with the positive co巴伍cientin th巴 orbital product function 01 
each configurational wave lunction (2，' -state) is shown by specifying numbers of巴lectronsoc-
cupying each orbitaL 
c) It is assumed for 22，'士 statesthat， in making the orbital product functions， the u叩 aired0-
orbital must be put first and then the unpairedπ-orbitals both with the order we read from left 
to right in the table. 
d) For 22，'' states， 74 and 75 do not give the functions with the correct space symm巴try，while 
74' and 75' made from these two yield the on巴swith the correct space symmetry. 
(74' )ニー〉てij~可 (74) ←トJて2/奇 (75) 22，' 
(75， )ニ V(2/3) (7ρ十V(1/3) (75) 2，'+ 
e) It is assumed for 42，'士 statesthat the orbital product function of configuration 7 is
2"-(1)2πイ(2)6σ(3)1π(4)1π ト(5) (5σ)2(4σ)2(3σ)2(2σ)2(1σ)2. 
f) For 42，'士 states，73 and 74 do not give the functions with the corr巴ctspac巴 syrnmetry，
while 73， and 74' made from these two yield the ones with th巴 correctspace symm巴try.
(73，) =ーV(3/8) (73)十V(5/8) (74) 
(74')ニー¥/(5/8)(73)ーV(3/8) (74) 





















Configurat!ons Used in CI Calculation for 2 LI and 4 LIStates of NO 






















呂) 1σ。2σ，and 3σare dOl1bly occl1pi巴dfor al con{igurationso 
1 
TABLE IV 










































10'j)，2，3，4，5 lOe2'，{~4 ， 5 ， 6 ， 7 ， 8 ， 9 101叫 102，5
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Foot Notes 
a) 1σ， 20， and 3σare doubly occur市 dfor al co出 gurations.
b) The set of orbitals contained with the positive coe伍cientin the orbital product fllnction of 
巴achcon五gurationalwave function (;S-state) is shown by specifying the numbers of electrons 
occupying each orbital. 
c) It is assumed for 1;S土 statesthat the orbital product function of conflguratiol1 10 is 
2π(1)2π 十(2)6σ(3)5σ(4)1π(5)1π ト(6) (4σ)2(3σ)2(2σ)2(1σ)2. 
d) For 3;S土 states，42，3 ancl 162，3 clo not give the functions with the correct space symmetry， 
while 42勺3'ancl 162， ，3'macle from these unprimecl ones yielcl the ones with the corr巴ctspace 
symmetry (the transformation for configurations 162， '3'is the same as that for 42， '3')。
Table IV 
(42，) =ーv(1/3) (42)十v(2/3) (43) 
(43， ) = v (2/3) (42)卜¥/(1/3) (43) 
It is assumecl f or3;S土 statesthat the orbital procluct fu日ctionof configuration 10 is 
6σ(1)5σ(2)2π(3)2π+(4)h-(5)1π十(6) (4σ)2(3σ)2(2σ)2(1σ)2. 
f) For 3;S土 stat巴s，105，6，7，8 clo not give the functions with the correct space symmetry， while 







(105') =v (1/3) (105)十¥/(2/3) (106) 
(106，)ニ¥/(2/3) (105)ーv(1/3) (106) 
(107' )ニ¥/(1/3) (107)十¥/(2/3) (108) 
(108') = v' (2/3) (107)一v(1/3) (108) 
V TABLE 
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TABLE VI 
Configurations Used in CI Calculation for 1 A and 3 A States of NO+ 
Singlet Triplet 2π 2π+ 1π 1π+ 6σ 5σ 4σ“) 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
2 2 1 1 2 2 2 
3 3 2 1 1 2 2 
4 4 1 2 1 2 2 
5 2 2 2 2 
6 2 2 2 2 
7 7 1 “ り 1 2 2 
81，2 81l2)3 1 1 2 1 1 2 
91，2 91，2，3 1 1 2 1 1 2 
101，2 101，2，3 2 1 1 1 1 2 
111，2 111，2，3 1 2 1 1 2 
12 12 1 1 2 2 2 
13 13 1 1 2 2 2 
14 14 2 1 1 2 2 
15 15 1 2 1 2 2 
a) 1σ，2σ， and 3σar日doublyoccupied for al configurations. 
we can define unambiguously our wave functions by determining the forms of 
spin functions and orbital functions. The recip巴 usedhow to defin己 orbital pro-
duct functions is， except otherwise noted， that in each of sets of fifteen (and 
fourteen) one-electron orbitals， which旦recollected in Tables I-VI， the i-th un-
paired orbital， ifnumber巴dfrom left to right in those tables， accommodates the 十th
electron， and that the j同 thpair巴dorbital accommodates th巴 (2j-l-卜u)-th昌ndthe 
(2j斗u)ぺhelectron is the number of unpaired electrons)， The r巴cipehow to 
define som己 orbitalproduct functions for .J;士 st旦tesis different from that st乱t己din 
the above and i t isexplain2d in detail in th色 footnotes of Tabl目立旦ndIV， The 
subscript k added to som~ labels for configuration collected in Tables 1-VI expres-
ses that， in order to obtain the desired wave function， we must associ旦teth巴 k-th
spin function of the proper set of spin functions θr， M， k wi th the orbi tal prod旧 t
function. 
3. Ground State 2I1 of NO 
We can construct two hundred eighteen configrations with 2II symmetry from 
our ten MO's on the assumption that 1 σand 2σorbi tals are al ways doubly ocu司
pied. Among two hundred eighteen configur乱tionsfourty four configurations have 
the non開zero elements of en己rgy matrix against the ground configuration o. 
Twenty five configurations are selected froロ1these fourty four ones by the energy 
criterion (HOi)2J(Hii-Hoo). Th巴 result of CI calculation is listed in Table VII， 
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TABLE VI 
Wave Functions for Ground and Two Lower Excited 2II States of NO 
Ground 2II First Excited 2II Second Excited 2II 
a b c d e d 6 d e 
。 0.9692 0.9670 0.9587 0.9562 0.9562 0.0509 0.0503 0.0226 0.0199 
1 -0.0302 0.0206 -0.0206 -0.6743 -0.6703 0.4326 0.4351 
21 -0.0765 -0.0780 -0.0776 0.6916 0.6956 0.4738 0.4587 
22 0.0493 0.0371 0.0375 -0.0745 -0.0640 0.7267 0.7311 
3 -0.1338 -0.1289 -0.1358 -0.1495 -0.1495 0.0802 0.0790 -0.0681 -0.0706 
41 -0.1267 -0.1108 -0.1224 一0.1388 -0.1389 0.0318 0.0327 0.1148 0.1121 
42 -0.0921 -0.0843 -0.0869 -0.0996 -0.0997 -0.0611 -0.0606 0.0358 0.0351 
5 -0.0329 -0.0327 0.0496 0.0501 0.0538 0.0519 
61 0.0513 0.0610 0.0613 0.0270 0.0285 0.0503 0.0529 
62 0.0013 0.0010 -0.1388 -0.1401 -0.1072 -0.1023 
71 0.0751 -0.0737 -0.0747 -0.0753 -0.0753 -0.0851 -0.0844 0.0313 0.0323 
72 0.0039 0.0043 0.0129 -0.0011 
81 -0.0396 0.0386 -0.0453 -0.0467 -0.0466 0.0695 0.0701 0.0471 0.0459 
82 0.0899 0.0867 0.0891 0.0907 0.0906 0.0035 0.0047 0.0912 0.0903 
84 0.0068 0.0043 0.0110 
85 -0.0013 -0.0016 0.0039 
91 -0.0170 -0.0172 -0.0635 -0.0630 0.0439 0.0452 
101 -0.0167 一0.0161 -0.0262 -0.0270 -0.0802 -0.0796 
102 -0.0107 ，-0.0106 0.0639 0.0645 0.0182 0.0187 
12 0.0310 0.0324 0.0441 0.0440 0.0117 0.0115 0.0383 0.0332 
13 一0.0012 -0.0176 -0.0693 
14 -0.0003 0.0169 0.0506 
161 0.0233 0.0218 
17 0.0001 -0.0175 0.0020 
20 -0.0536 一0.0504 -0.0501 -0.0521 -0.0523 -0.0012 -0.0011 0.0049 0.0049 
21 -0.0023 -0.0026 0.0433 0.0424 -0.0313 -0.0322 
221 0.0042 0.0038 -0.0482 -0.0481 -0.0322 -0.0297 
261 -0.0011 -0.0046 
262 -0.0312 -0.0329 
271 0.0178 0.0141 
281 0.0104 
282 -0.0209 -0.0164 
381 -'0.0265 
42 一0.0233 -0.0224 
48 0.0495 0.0471 
541 0.0073 
551 0.0319 0.0320 
561 0.0200 0.0200 
562 -0.0364 -0.0376 
564 -0.0238 
601 -0.0285 -0.0292 
661 -0.0100 
86 -0.0242 -0.0231 
92 0.0099 
energy -128.861 -128.884 -128.889 -128.873 -128.873 -128.626 -128.626 -128.501 -128.507 
ln au 
binding 1.71 2.34 2.48 2.04 2.04 
energy 
ln eV 
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“ground stat巴 b" The energy depression due to CI c旦lculation1S 0.131 au， and the 
wave function obtained gives the dissociation en巴rgy2.34ev， which is 36% of the 
experimental onε. N巴xt，by the wave function criterion HoJ(Hii同Hoo)twenty five 
configurations ar巴 selected from fourty four configurations m巴ntioned before. 
Configurations 1， 21， 22， 61， and 261 are preserved because they have non-zero 
matrix elements of one-electron operator 呂gainstthe ground configuration 0 and 
ther己forethεy plaジimportant roles for some mol巴cularquantities. The r日sult of 
CI calculation is 1ist己din Table VII，“gr悶oU11dstate c 
t廿h児eてd出lissociationener伺gy2固4羽8ev(3拘労ぢ Oぱfthe 巴xp巴f口1m巴1批此ta叫1o11e). τhe value for “case 
c" is better than that for "case" b". A CI calculation corresponding to the wave 
function (equation 18) in reference 1 is shown in Table VII，ヲgroundstate a'¥ 
Magnetic hyperfine structure const乱ntsIor the ground 2II state of the NO 
molecule have been ca1culated and reported elsewhere3). 
4. Excited States of NO 
By several pilot CI arεselected which are impor-
tant for the first excited 2II st旦te. Two CI calcul旦ti011Sare carried out using 
configurations chosεn pilot ca1culations. The wave functions 旦nd energiεs 
obtained are shown in Table VIL 百xcitedstate d and cへ Thewave functions 
and eneIρgies for the ground 2II state obtained from these calculations are listed in 
Table VII.“g伊r岬1勺oundstate d and e 
Two CI calcu叫l吐1a抗ti均onsfor 4II state are cari 巴d out u 呂引ingconf臼igurationswhich are 
chosen in the calcul均ations“dand e" for 2II state. The results are shown in Table 
VIIL“lowest a aud b". 1n that table the wave functions for th巴 secondlowest 4II 
state are a1so shown (“S巴condlowest a and b"). It turned out that the configura-
tion 2 makes very large contribution to the wave function for the lowest 4II st乱te.
In order to obtail1 more accurate wave function for the lowest 4II state， a CI 
calculation is carried out using configurations， which are selected by the wave 
function cri terion H'f / (HトHDfrom all the configurations withinむurframework， 
the number of which is one hundred fourteen. The result is shown in Table VIII. 
"lowest c'¥ 
For 2}.，'土 P 岳Z士 ，2L1， and 4，d states， CI calculations are carri巴dout using configu-
rations in which la， 2a， 3a， and 4a MO's are doubly occupied. Some configurations 
are dropped out which have small matrix elements against the import乱ntcon-
figurations for the s旦keof simplification. The results are listed in Tables IX-
XIV. 
Th(? vertical excitation ene1'gies f1'om the ground state 2II to each of the ex-
cited states are obtained by t旦kingthe differences of the 1'espective total energies. 
The results are given i1 Table XV. 
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TABLE vl 
百九laveFunctions for 4II States of NO 
Lowest 4II Second Lowest 4 I
G b C G b 
2 0.9822 0.9807 0.9769 -0.0230 0.0281 
4 -0.1107 -0.1144 一0.0934 0.0809 0.0280 
6 0.0259 0.0278 0.0341 0.9654 0.9582 
7 0.0022 0.0007 -0.0403 -0.0397 
81 0.0953 0.0983 0.1076 0.0237 0.0106 
82 0.0157 。.0159 0.0140 0.0797 0.0711 
83 0.0065 -0.0373 
84 0.0056 0.0344 
9 -0.0080 0.0079 -0.2282 0.1830 
101 0.0958 0.0977 0.0922， 0.0154 0.0004 
102， 0.0038 0.0441 
103 -0.0042 -0.1515 
104 0.0011 0.1063 
11 -0.0004 0.0366 
16 -0.0014 0.0017 
18 0.0180 0.0167 -0.0004 
22 -0.0621 0.0618 -0個0584 0.0023 -0.0004 



















energy in au -128.659 -128.661 -128.681 -128.300 一128.334
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TABLE lX 
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energy ln au -128，636 
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energy 1n au -128.571 
5. Ground and Low Excited states of NO+ 
TABLE XW. 
Wave Function for 












energy 1n au -128目358
TABLE XV. 
Vertical Excitation Energies 
Relative to the Ground 








2Lf 8.22 7.75) 
2II 6.72 6.54) 
41，' 6.45 
4II 5.82 4.76) 
385 
NO+ ion is known to play important roles for some reactions occurring in the 
upper atmosphere. Therefore i t isinteresting to study this ion in detail. 1n the 
calculations of the wave functions of the NO十 ionw巴 usedthe sam巴MO'sas used 
in the calculations of the wave functions of the NO molecule. The MO's used are 
orthogonal MO's. Ther巴fore they still can be used as the basis ortitals for 
C1 calculations of NO十 Configurations used for various symmetry states are 
collectted in Tables 1V ~VI. For the sake of simplification we consider only the 
configuration in which 1<7， 2<7， 3<7， and 4σMO's are doubly occupied. The result時
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are listed in Tables XVI-XXIIII. The vertical excitation energies from the ground 
state 1Z+ to each of the exci ted states are given in Table XXIV. The calculated 
dissociation energy is 4.00ev (37% of the experimental one 10.95ev). The ioniza-
tion energy of the NO molecule is obtain巴d by ta1$:ing the difference of the 
respective ground state energies of NO and NO+. The calculated ionization energy 
is 7.48ev (81% of the experimental one 9.25ev7)). 
TABLE XVlI. 
TABLE XVI. Wave Function for 
Wave Functions for Ground and 1.s -State of NO+ 
First Excited 1.s + States of NO+ Lowest 1.s-
First 
Ground 1.s+ 2 一0.0756
Excited 1.s + 5 0.9581 
6 0.1937 
8 0.1641 
1 0.9273 -0.2051 102 0.0018 
2 -0.0952 -0，0993 105 一0.0016
111 0.0690 
3 0.0454 0.0988 
124 12 1 2 
0.0016 
0.0162 
41 0.1937 0.0698 0.0012 
42 0.1236 -0.1854 0.0253 17 -0.0632 
5 0.1640 0.6963 18 0.0012 
20 -0.0477 
6 -0.0209 -0.3427 
7 0.0998 0.5262 
energy ln au -128.487 
8 一0.0152 -0.0520 TABLE XVJ[. 
9 0.0177 -0.0204 Wave Function for 
101 0.0281 0.0460 3.s + State of NO+ 
103 -0.0013 -0.0384 
Lowest 3.s+ 
104， 0.0304 0.0070 
111 0.1550 0.0763 43' -0.0142 
112 0.0132 0.0194 5 0.9537 
6 0.2056 
121 -0.0594 -0.0345 7 -0.0469 
122 一0.0067 -0.0038 
8 0.0216 
9 -0.0024 




14 0.0132 0.0054 -0.1055 
161 -0.0199 -0.0021 
1071 0，0759 
109 0.0199 
162 -0.0201 0.0064 111 0.1276 
112 0.0173 
17 0.0038 0.0462 113 0.0061 
18 -0.0063 -0.0007 121 
-0.0627 
122 -0.0051 
19 -0.0692 0.0537 123 -0.0057 
1631 -0.0135 
20 0.0094 0.0181 ，17 -0.0624 
21 0.0170 -0.0105 
18 0.0249 
20 0.0488 
energy in au -128.598 -128.323 energy 1n au -128.404 
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TABLE XIX. TABLE XXI. 
VYave Function for Wave FUllCtioll for 
3 S -State of NO+ 3 JIState of NOト
一一一一一一一』一一一一‘一一唱一一日一一]一一
Low巴st317 Lowest 3JI 
'h 0.2016 1 0.9302 
42' -0.0164 2 0.0168 
・5 0.9537 31 0.1587 
6 -0.0815 32 -0.1118 
8 0.0023 33 0.0249 
102 0.0715 4 -0.1693 
103 0.1142 51 0.0475 
106， 0.0743 52 -0.1915 
108， -0.0567 53 0.1083 
111 0.0734 6 -0.0390 
112 0.0160 7 0.0281 
113 0.0089 8 0.0615 
121 -0.0554 91 0.0402 
122 -0.0023 92 -0.0197 
123 -0.0019 93 -0.0808 
161 0.0245 10 0.0019 
162， 0.0076 111 0.0062 
17 -0.0572 112 0.0055 
18 0.0123 113 0.0090 
19 0.0425 12 0.0389 
20 0.0370 13 0.0244 
21 -0.0005 14 0.0024 
energy ln au -128.303 15 -0.0047 
16 -0.0004 
energy lJ1 au 128.224 
TABLE x. 一一一一一一一一一一一一
vVave Function for TABLE XXTI. 
lJI State of NOト W旦veFunctions for 
Lowest 1[J 
1 j Stat巴sof NO十
~一一…一一一一一 一一
一一一一一一一一一一一一一 Low巴stlj l 0.9495 
2 -0.0558 1 0.9694 
31 -0.0131 2 一0.0940
32 -0.0828 3 0.1223 
4 -0.1607 4 。園0548
51 0.2024 5 O内0410
52 -0.0813 6 一0.0159
6 -0.0329 7 0.0559 
7 0.0177 81 0.0731 
8 -0.0567 8~ 0.0040 
91 -0，0522 91 0.0929 
92 -0.0767 92 0.0027 
10 0.0062 101 -0.0883 
111 0.0029 102 -0.0032 
112 -0.0094 111 0.0441 
12 0.0386 112 0.0007 
13 一0.0001 12 -0.0626 
14 0.0018 13 0.0151 
15 0.0008 14 一0.0165
16 -0.0007 15 -0.0123 
energy 1n au 128.176 energy ln al -128.295 
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T ABLE XXlI. 
Wave Function for 
TABLE XXIV. 
31 State of NO+ 
Vertical Excitation Energies 
Lowest 31 Relative to the Ground 
1 0.9650 1 Z + State of NO+ in ev 
2 0.0424 
3 -0.0065 
4 -0.1574 calc. 
7 0.0575 
81 0.1164 
82 0.0153 1II 11.48 
83 0.0090 
91 -0.0872 3II 10.17 
92 0.0049 
93 0.0056 1Z+ 9.96 
101 0.0957 
102 0.0068 11 8.24 
103 0.0032 
111 -0.0576 3Z一 8.03 
112 -0.0027 
113 -0.0025 31 6.88 
12 0.0630 
13 -0.0128 3Z+ 5.28 
14 0.0098 
15 0.0218 1Z- 3.02 
energy 1n au -128.345 
6. Dipole Moment 
The dipole moments for the ground 2II， first excited 2II， and lowest 4II states 
of the No molecule as well as for the ground 12)十 state of the NO+ ion are 
calculated by using various wave functions. The m::>lecular orbital integrals (MOlzl 

















Molecular Integrals Used in Calculating Dipole Moment， Gradient of the 
Electric Field， and Oscillator Strength in Atomic Units 
ZNα) (3cos2 8r1) /rr b) Z土 1y
1σ 2.17271 0.19531 5σ 1π平 0.36707 
2a 0.00055 -0.00109 5σ 2π平 0.21132 
3σ 1.43840 0.29961 6σ 1π干 0.00277 
4σ 1.20300 0.01504 6a 2π干 0.37033 
5σ 0.61362 0.91263 
6σ 1.00141 1.56198 
1π土 1.42023 -0.20209 
2π土 0.74267 -0.69767 
4σ -0.77313 -0.03377 
5σ 0.05389 -0.37445 
6σ -0.19335 0.26130 
5σ -1.34825 0.01145 
6σ -0.17272 -0.14126 
6σ 0.96834 -1.21997 
2π士 -1.31204 -0.51920 
Table XXV 
Foot Notes 
a) Brion， Moser， and Yamazaki， reference 1. 
b) Lef色bvre-Brionand Moser， reference 3. 
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TABLE XX羽. Dipole Moment 
State Case calc. obs. 







Lowest 4II C 0.85D(N-Oつ
Ground 1;[;十 Single 2.15D(N-Oつ
(NOつ conhg. 
CI 2.70 
computed ones. These are taken 
from reference 1 and 3. The r巴sults
are collected in Table XXVI. The 
obsenでd dipole moment for the 
ground 2II state of the NO molecule 
is O.16D (sign unknown)8). 
'7. Oscillator Strellgth 
The oscillator str巴ngthhl with 
respect to the transition from a state 
k to an energetically higher state 1 
is expressed， in atomic units， as 
ん二+1くれ12ril1Ft.>1引 E)kl，
where (11E)kl=EI~Eト
This method of calculation is called the dipole 1巴ngth method. The oscillator 
strengths from the ground 2刀 stateto the first excit町12II， lowest 22+， lowest 
22一， and lowest 21 states are calculated. The molecular int巴gralsused are shown 
in Table XXV. The wave functions“d" in Table VII are usεd in this section as 
the wave functions for the grqund and first excited 2II states. The results are 
listed in Table XXVIL 
T ABLE XXVll. Oscillator Strength 
h くごkl;[;ri 11> (il E)kl f7cl 
z 
Ground 2II First 0.1261 0.247 0.0026 Excited 2II 
Ground 2II Lowest 2;[; → 0.1419 0.351 0.0057 
Ground 2II Low巴st 22: 0.2339 0.357 0.0130 
Ground 2II Lowest 2 il 0.2153 0.302 0.0093 
8. Gradient of ElectrIC Field at Nitrogen Nucleus 
The gradient of the electric fielcl at nitrogen nuc1eus is given by the relation 
q= q(nuc1ear) ~ q( electronic) = (2Zj R3)ー くlf!1 2 (3cos21 Ni ~ 1 )jr~i [lf!>. 
Z is the nuc1ear chage of oxygen， and R is the internuc1ear dis tance. The 
gradients q's for the ground 2II， first excit巴d 2II， low巴st 4II states of the No 
molecule as well as for the ground 12+ state of the NO+ ion are calculatted. The 
molecular integrals used are shown in Table XXV. The results are listed in Table 
XXVIII. The experimental value9) of eqQ for the ground 2II state of NO is -1.75 
Mcjsec. The calculatecl gradient q=O.60au leacls to QCN14)=_Q.QO!><1Q-24cm2宅 A
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negative value of Q is in contradic-
tion with the hypothesis proposed 
by Moskowski and Towens10) that 
positive Q should be associated with 
an odd-odd nucleus. 
9. Spin-Orbit Coupling Constant 
The spin-orbit coupling operator 
is expressed as 
E=-S(;li・si=AAM，
where i denotes the coordinates of 
the i圃thelectron， and 
(;_ ~ ~U 
2m2c2 ri dri 
TABLE XXVJ[. 
Gradient of the Electric Field at 
Nitrog芭nNucleus 

























with U being the potential energy ρf the i-th electron at a point ri' In the 
Russell-Saunders case the effective spin-orbit coupling term is AAM and this cou-
p1ing constant A can be expressed by means of (MO I ( I MO.) We calculated the 
spin-orbit coup1ing constants for the ground 2II， first excited 2II， and lowest 4II 
states. The matrix elem巴ntsof the spin凶orbitcoupling operator -SムムoSi for the 
dU _.. 
2II state of NO are shown in Table XXIX. As ~':!:- falls off very rapidly with ri 
dri 
TABLE XXIX. Matrix Elements of the Spin-Orbit Coupling Operator 
for 2JI State of NO 
<01 B 10> (1/2) (2π1'12π) <131 B 113> (-1/2) (1π1'11π〉
1 1 (1/2) (1π1 '11") 14 14 (-1/2)(1π1'11π) 
21 21 (-1/2)(2π|引2π〕 17 17 (-1/2)(1π1'11π〕
22 22 (1/2) (2π1'12")一(1/3)(1π1'11π) 20 20 (1/2) (2π1'12π) 
3 3 (1/2) (2π1'12π〕 21 21 (1/2)(1π1'11π) 
41 41 (-1/2)(2π|引2π〕 221 221 (-1/2) (2π1'12π〕
42 42 (1/6) (2π1'12π〉 。 1 (1/2) (1π1'12π) 
5 5 (1/2) (1π1'11π) 3 5 (1/2)(1π1'12π〉
61 61 (1/2) (2π1'12π〕 20 21 (1/2) (1π1'12π〕
62 62 (-1/6)(2π1'12π〕 3 21 (-1/2¥/2 )(1"1 '12π) 
71 71 (1/2) (1π1'11π〕 3 2 (-1/2y6)(1π1([2π) 
72 72 (-1/6)(1π1'11π〕 5 41 (-1/2y 2 )(1π1'12π) 
81 81 (-1/2)(2π1'12π) 5 42 (1/2y 6)(1πl引2π〕
82 82 (1/2) (2π1'12π〕一(1/3)(1π1'11π) 。21 (1/2y玄)(1π1'12π〕
84， 84 (1/2) (2π1'12π)一(1/9)(1π1'11π〉 。22 (1/2y6)(1π1'12") 
85 85 (-5/8)(1π1'11π〕 1 41 (1/2y玄)(1π|引2")
91 91 (1/2)(2π1'12π) 1 42 (-1/2y6)(1π1'12π) 
101 101 (-1/2)(2π1'12の 22 42 ←1/3) (1π1'12π) 
102 102 (1/6) (2π1'12π〉 61 71 (1/2) (1π1'12π) 
12 12 (-1/2)(2π!と12π) 62 72 (-1/6)(1π1'12π) 
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く911B 181> (-1/2¥/2) (1π1 ';-12;T) く121s 113> (-1/2)(1π!と12π)
91 8.， (-1/2y 6 )(17c 1~12π) 21 22 ←1/¥/12)[(2πIfl2π)十(1π1('11n:)J 
61 81 (1/2¥/2)(1π1'12π〉 41 42 (1八/3)(1π1'11π) 
61 82 (1/2¥/6)(1花¥'¥2π) 101 102 (1八/百)(1π1('1π) 
71 101 (1/2¥/2)(1π1'12π) 81 82 (-1八/12)((2π1'12π)十(1πIfl1π)J
71 102 (-1/2y 6 )(1π1'12め 8品 85 (-，./ 2 /9) (1π1 '1π〕
82 102 (-1/3)(1π1i.'12π〉 21 42 (1八/12)(1π1'12π) 
20 221 (1/2y 2 )(1πIfl2π) 22 41 (-1八/己)(1π1'12π)
62 83 (-1/2¥/2)(1π|什2π〉 81 102 (1八/12)(1π1<:12π〉
62 84 (-1/6¥/6)(1π1'12π) 8? 101 (-1八/12)(11: 1 (' 12π) 
62 85 (-1/3y 3) (1π1'12π〕
we can n巳glectthe two cεnter atomic intεgrals. For the one cellter atomic int巴grals
W巴 usedthe values which w呂sestimated by Ishiguro11) from the atomIC spectral 
data. Those are : 
(2pπNI cj2pπN)=73.3cnr1， (2pnol c 12pπ。)=151cm-1. 
The results are collected in Table XXX. 
TABLE XXX. 
Spin-Orbit Coupling Constant 
State case calc. obs. 
Ground 2II d 130.0cm-1 123.8cm-1 9) 
e 130.0 
First d 1.2 
Excited 2If 
6 - 2.0 
Lowest 4II d 38.4 
b -38.5 
c 37.1 
10. Discussion and Summary 
In the present ca1culations on 
the energies and wave functions for 
various symmetry states of the NO 
molecule and the NO+ ion， the ef-
fective nuc1ear charges are chosen 
as ZlN=6.7， Z2I¥r=1.95， Zlo=7.7， 
乱nd Z20=2.275， as Slater's rule幻
indicates. The values of the efω 
fεctive nuc1ear charge Z should be 
determined， in principle， to make 
the total energies of the el巴ctron
systel11 (molecule and sεparated atoms) in the various states minima. Values given 
by Slater's rule are used in the prεsent calculations because of the situation of 
the computational facilities. Values used for the effective nuclear charges are 
nearly the best values for the case of NO molecule， while a litt1e deviated from 
the best values for the case of the NO十 ion，as we can s巴ein Table XXXJ12). 
The calculated dissociation energies account巴dfor 3896 of the experil11巴ntal
one for the case of the NO m01巴cule，and 3'7タ):) of the experil11ental one for the 
case of the NOト i01. The dissociation energy De is obtained by subtracting 
the energy E of the molecule from th巴 energyEoo of the separated atoms in their 
ground states De=E∞ E， where the quantities E and E∞ should be minimized 
with respect to variation of the effective nuclear charges Z's respectively. The 
eff巴ctivenuclear charges used are nearly the best ones for the stat巴ofthe s巴para国
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TABLE XXう([. Calcu!ated and Empirical Energie邑o1Atomic States in au 
N (s2 p3 480) 
N+(S2 p2 3p ) 
o (82 p4 3p ) 
0-'-(s2 p3 480) 
N (s2 p3 4S0)十o(82 p4 3P) 
N (82 p3 450)十0+(S2p3 4S0) 






















ted atoms N(品S)十O(3P)，therefore th巴 calculateddissociation 邑nergyfor the NO 
-molecule may be the lower limit to the true value. The discrepancy of the calcu~ 
lated ionization energy 7.48εv of the NO molecule and the dissoci抗 ionenrgy 4.00 
ev of the NO+ ion from the expεrimental Values 9.25ev 旦nd 10 。回日v，respectively， 
is m旦inlydue to the fact th呂tth芭 empiricalsep旦rationbetween the states N(4S) 
+O(3P) and N(4S)→ is 13. 602ev13)， w hereas th日 calculatedseparation is 
8.54ev (9.44ev if the b邑stZ's12) are L倍以 fore旦ch of the stat日s). We can see 
evidence of a very difficult si tu抗lOn乱risingin this type of non岨empiricalmolecu圃
lar ca1culation. The dissociation energy is the difference betwe巴n two large 
figurεs， and the errors of our calculation m旦ybe of the same order as the dissocia由
tion euergy。
1n order to obtain more accurate wave functions than thos色 shown in the 
prese.ri.t papεr， first we should include M shell orbitals in the calculation， and 
secondly we should use differεnt v旦luesfor each of the effective nuclear charges 
of the l1i molecular orhital and the 21i molecular orbitaL The first improvement 
is pal"ticularly effecti ve on th巴 wavefunctions for the :E土 statesand .d state of 
the NO molecule， and the second improvement particular1y 01 the wave functions 
for the n state of the NO molecule. The energies of these states will b巴 depressed
somewhat， and will appro旦chto the true values. 
The dipolemoment and the gradients of the electric field depend upon the 
structure of inner electrons as wel1 as upon the structure of valence electrons. The 
spin-orbit coupling constant is determined by the structure ofト el巴ctrons(valence 
elechons)， because the spin四 orbitcoupling opeator contains Compared with 
dipole IIlomen t and the gradient o.f the electric field， some oscillator strengths 
(2Jl→2，I)-九2:E-，2L1)do not 10 a large extent depend upon the structure of inner el巴c-
trons. The wavεfunctions obtain色din the present calculations take account of 
thecorrelation of valence electrons to larger extents than the cotrelation of inner 
e】ectroI1s.
As shown i;n Tables XXVIII and XXVI， the values caIculated from th邑 wave
functions obtain引 inthe present calcu1ations are much different from the experi-
mental values for th巴 gradientof the electric field at n社rogennucleus， andalso 
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different， though not so much as compared wi th the ones for q's， for the dipo1e 
moment. These facts m且ygive us the feeling that the wavεfunction which gives 
the better va1u巴 forthe energy is not a1ways the one which is satisfactory for 
the description of some other molecu1ar quantities. The ca1culat吋 va1ue of the 
spin-orbit coupling constant for th巴 2Jlgrouncl state of the NO mo1ecule is in 
good agreement with experiment， as shown in Table XXX. The work in progress 
shows that， as well known by the experiment， the巴qui1ibriuminternuclear clistarト
ce of the first exci ted 2II state of the NO mo1ecu1e is much different from that of 
the ground 2II stat巴 So the calculated value 1.2-2.0cm-1， which is shown in 
Table XXX， for the spin-orbit coupling constant of the first excited 21I sta te may 
not be direct1y compared with the exp巴riment.This will be reported in the future 
paper. Th巴 agreement of the calculated values with theexperimenta1 ones is 
rather satisfactory for the case of th巴 V巴rticalexcitation energi巴sof the NO 
molecu1e， as we se巴 inTable XV. So we may have the same orcler of reliance upon 
the calcu1atecl va1ues， shown in Tab1e XXIV， for the vertica1 excitation energies 
of thεNO↓ ion， of which the experimenta1 clata seem to be 1acking. Recent1y 
Broicla ancl Peyson白 gave the experimental valu巴 4.7ev for the v巴rtica12II 
(ground)-4II transition of the NO mo1巴cu1e. The present ca1culat巴clva1ue is 
5.82ev. The agreement is rather satisfactory. Conc巴rningthe 品);- sta te of the 
NO mo1ecu1e， Oga wa 14) has gi ven the exp巴rimenta1value 1.47ev for th巴品I_41，'-
transition. This valus 1.47ev may be comparecl with the present calcu1ated va1ue 
0.63ev for the 4II一品};一 interval. The calculatecl lowest vertical exci tation energy 
re1a ti ve to the grouncl sta te 1};+ of the NO十 ionis 3.02εv and th巴 calcu1ated
dissociation energy of the NO+ ion is 4.00ev. So we can say that ther巴 existsat 
least one bound excited state， which has 11，'- symmetry， for the NO+ ion. 
Experimentally the cxcitecl state of the NO+ ion has not definitely been stucliecl. 
The wave functions for some of various symmetry states can be written to a 
certain extent by a sing1e configurational wave function， as shown in the tables 
of the wave functions. So we can say the present calcu1ations show that the SCF 
orbitals for the ground state are satisfactory for simp1e description of excited 
states. QU 
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T ABLE XXXIT. Atomic Populationa) ，15) 
2sN 2pσN 2pπN 250 2pσ。 2pπ。 1π 2π 
Ground 2Jl 1.83 1.05 2.10 1.92 1.20 2.90 3.87 1.13 
first 1.83 1.05 1.77 1.92 1.20 3.23 3.00 2.00 eycited 2fI 
4fI 1.83 1咽05 2.36 1.92 l固20 2.64 2.98 2.02 
21:+ 1.67 0.62 2.75 1.87 0.84 3.25 3.88 2.12 
21: 1.67 0.61 2.73 1.88 。句84 3.27 3.94 2.06 
41:十 1⑧67 0.61 3.00 1.88 0.84 3也00 3.00 3.00 
41:- 1.67 0.61 2.73 1.88 0.84 3.27 3.94 2.06 
2L1 1.68 0.60 2.74 1.88 0.84 3.26 3.90 2.10 
4L1 1.67 0.62 3.00 1.88 0.83 3.00 3.00 3.00 
11:ト 1.83 1.05 1.48 1.92 1.20 2.52 3.80 0.20 
11:- 1.83 1.05 1. 75 1.92 1.20 2.25 2.87 1.13 
3)，'寸 1.83 1.05 1“74 1.92 1.20 2.26 2.89 1.11 
31: 1.83 1.05 L74 1.92 1.20 2.26 2.91 1.09 
lfI 1.67 0.61 2.12 1.88 0.84 2.88 3.82 1.18 
3fI 1.67 。.61 2.13 1.88 0.84 2.87 3.78 1.22 
li1 L83 1.05 1.73 1.92 1.20 2.27 2姐ヲ5 1.05 
3L1 1.83 1.05 1. 74 1.92 1.20 2.26 2.91 1剛09
a) There ar巴 slightimmigrations of日lectronbetween σand πQrbita! due to Cl. The amount of 
immigrated electron is昌tmost~O. 01 These immigrations of electron are neglected in making 
this table. 
We started the present ful1 configuration interaction calculation to see how 
the resul ts arεimproved by this type of calculation. It turned out that th巴
improvement is rather not much compared with human labours involved in finding 
the matrix elements of 10th-20thイ巴greematrices. The single determinanta1 wave 
functions for various states， which are made by the SCF orbitals for the ground 
state， seem to be satisfactory for simple descriptipn of thes2 stat巴s，though one 
should not state definitely conclusions from the results of a single calculation on 
one molecul巴.W巴 arenow working to obtain the potential curv己s，including the 
M shell orbit乱lsin the calculation， for various states of the NO molecule and the 
NO十 ion.
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